Introduction
Citations are signposts left behind after information has been utilized and such provide information by which one may build pictures of user behaviour without even confronting the user himself \. The method employed in this study is an unobtrusive and non-reactive one which yielded much information on the form, language, subject and age of information sources required by research scholars. The picture of information requirement will be incomplete without the information on how the cited document is used. This is because the nature of information, information requirement and information use in humanities is entirely different from that of sciences. So the class of cited materials and categorization of citing function is also included in this study.
Unique Features of Scholarly Communication in the Humanities.
The major concern of literary research is a critical concern for the past and present creative writing. This critical concern may center around an author and his works; around the concept of critical theory itself or around the formulation of 2\9 literary theories based on historical and cultural approaches to criticism. All these, have their roles in deciding the information use in humanities. While, scientific and social science researches centre around experiments and surveys to generate new information, literary research centres around past and present creative writing.
Thus creative works are the primary information sources in literature. They may usually take the form of books. So books fonTI the major primary sources in the field.
Another important feature of the humanities scholarship is that here there is no fear of research duplication. This is because, time and again, the same author is studied and similar things said about them, the individual viewpoint still holds importance. All these factors have their own roles to play in determining the information use.
The Class of Materials Cited
In scientific and social science disciplines, the information content in the information sources is the basis of classification of information sources into prImary and secondary. Primary sources contain first hand information and secondary sources contain repackaged information. But in humanities disciplines, this is not the case. Here, by the term class of materials it means the broad use to which a cited work is put in connection with the source item. The determination of whether a cited work is used as a primary or secondary source is difficult at times in the humanities. Here, the status of a work as primary or se'condary source, is relative to its use. Broadly speaking primary sources. include those materials, evidence of original thought or observations, used by the author, (here the researchers) without the aid of intermediate or interpretative assistance.
Secondary works include those materials that report analysis, interpretation or provide background information based on works of scholars and critics
.
From the above description, it may appear that creative works, i.e., novels poetry, plays etc. come under primary sources and critical works based on them come under secondary sources. But such watertight compartmentalisation cannot be made always. The determination of whether a particular item is used as a primary or secondary source is relative to its use. For example, in a study based on the plays of Shakespeare, Dr. Johnson's preface to Shakespeare will be considered as primary work 3 . But, in a study dealing with critical studies on Shakespeare or Dr. Johnson's critical works, it will be a primary source.
Of the total citations 4559 (40.76%) are pnmary sources and 6907 (60.24%) are secondary sources. In research papers, more works based on creative works are cited. That is why secondary sources outnumber primary ones.
The Class of Information Sources Cited over Decades:
The class of information sources cited over the decades is shown in table 6.3. J . Both, primary and secondary sources are more used by male researches.
Both th tabl point to ards the fact that while studying the ork of author sholar more reI on other studies' ie, the critical writings on the orks rather than on the works by the author studied. So it is absolutely wrong to judge that literary scholars prefer to interpret works by their own intuition. E en if the do judge b their own, they still require precedence to their own judgement. It is natural to become curious to see hat are the primar and ndar sources in the humanities. To sho this the primary and se ondar our among arious documents are tabulated in Table 6 .3.4. The The use of primary and secondary materials in various views of studies is tabulated in Table 6 .3.6. In all the approaches of the studies, secondary sources are cited more.
All the se en tables show that whatever is the year of theses submission, type of study or the subject of study secondary sources citations out number pnmary source citations. C.
Documentation of sources either primary or secondary 1.
To refer to further reading 2.
To provide bibliographic information in a specific edition
Frost arrived at this outline after testing its reliability with five ·scholars specializing in different areas of German Literature. Her scheme was designed with the study of German literary research in mind. But her categorization fails to identify basic author -intentions in some places.
Budd's Categorization of Citation Functions
Budd modified this scheme, in some places, and adapted it, for his study of American Iiterature
.
He rearranged Frost's categories, by collapsing some, in order to identify the basic intention of the author in referring to particular item.
Budd's categories are:
A.
Primary Sources
A. J. The central focus of study of the source item, here thesis,
The creative/ critical works that will be subject to analysis ;n the thesis.
The statements made about the cited works may be based on facts or OpInIOn.
A.2. This is cited to support opinion or factual statement related to the central focus of the thesis.
The author of the thesis refers to other pnmary works, other than that mentioned in A.I, in order to illustrate consistency or disparity of theme, plot, characterization, description, narration or other aspects between the central focus of study, or may be by another author of same period or genre, or may exhibit a relationship described by the author in the thesis.
AJ. This is cited to support opinion or factual statement not related to the central focus of the thesis.
The author of the thesis refers to primary works that are not related to the central focus of the study, theme, plot or any other aspect, but assists in supporting a statement made by him. C. This is cited to provide further reading or infonnation, C.l Primary: The author of the thesis refers to works either C.I Secondary: Either primary or secondary to provide additional information relating to authors, genres, themes or other aspects under study.
6.4.2.. Distribution of Theses Citations according to Budd's Categories
Maximum number of references in theses were in B.I. category. i.e works cited to acknowledge works of other authors. Categorization of the citing functions is represented in table 6.4.2. 
In all the decades, the maximum number of citations were in the category B.I , i.e., those indicating views on the topic, independent of approval or disapproval.
Categories of Citations Vs. the Gender Distribution of Res,earchers
The categories of citations, according to Budd's categorization, in the case ofmale and female researchers are given in Table 6 .4.2.2 Both male and female researchers show maXImum preference to Rl category of citations and minimum to B.3, category. Both are very conser ati e as far as criticizing negatively, a prevlOUS author among the pnmary source maximum citations go to the central topic of study, in both the cases.
Categories of Citations Vs Fonns of Materials Cited
Categories of citations in various bibliographic forms cited are gi en m Only books and periodicals form, an purpose information sources of \ hich are used to primary and secondary sources and also to gain bibliographic information etc. Encyclopedia, dictionaries etc. are used only to give meanmgs of terms, concepts etc. independent of approval or disapproval. 
Budd's Categories in the Study of Old and New Authors
The categorization of citation functions in the study of old and new authors are tabulated in Table 6 .4.2.5. Here also positive citations, ie. works cited to express agreement with a previous author predominate. This is followed by neutral citations i.e., the works cited independent of approval or disapproval of the citing author. This is true, irrespective of the life -period of authors under study. Citation motivations In literature can be sununarised as follows. Here citations are used to:
1. Indicate views prevai1ant in a field.
2. To give the meaning of a term or concept.
3. To give facts or opinion on a work.
4. To represent approval or substantiate a statement made in the work.
5.
To support an opinion or factual statement.
6. To give additional information to relating to authors, genres etc.
7. To represent disapproval or refute a statement or claim made in the work.
8. To provide further information like the bibliographical details.
Conclusion
The findings here are also same as that of previous cases. It can be concluded from aJl these that literary researchers use their sources to indicate prevailant views on a topic, the next preference is given to citations used to represent approval on an idea discussed related to the central focus of the thesis Unlike in Sciences where giving bibliographical information on the cited item is one of the main functions of citation, here it is the least imp011ant. Scholarly bricklaying is also not an important function of literary citations, though sometimes it is used to give credit to the originators of ideas. Negative citations 244 are also very less here. This may be because of the reluctance on the part of the scholar to criticise master scholars. The categories and the classes of information sources in this subject are different. These all gives much scope to the study of information communication process in the humanities.
